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Fossil Wall

Info  Fossils are the preserved remains, or traces, of 
animals or plants that were once living. There are two 
main types of fossils, body fossils and trace fossils. 
Body fossils are the remains of plants or animals that 
were once living. The most common examples are 
dinosaur bones. Trace fossils are signs of once-living 
organisms such as a footprint. 

   Looking at the Fossil Wall you can see how the 
different layers in a rock face tell a story and let us 
work out what has happened to them over millions  
of years. 

Discuss  The older fossils are found in the bottom layers and 
the younger ones are found on the top layers. Why 
do you think this is?

Find  Using the images on the ‘Time in a rock’ label, can 
you find any ammonites, bivalves or charred logs in 
the layers of the rock? 

Continental Fragment

Info  Find the case labelled ‘A Continental Fragment”.  
New Zealand was once part of a larger landmass 
called Gondwana.

Write  What countries was New Zealand joined onto?
   What creatures did New Zealand take with it when  

it split off from Gondwana?

What are Fossils?

Info  The process by which a fossil is formed is called 
fossilisation. After a plant or animal dies it may 
be buried by soil, mud or sand and that protects 
them from further decay or damage. More layers of 
sediment can accumulate on top. Eventually they 
harden into rock and the buried parts become fossils. 

Write  There are several ways that fossils may form. 
Identify these forms of fossilisation by looking  
at the display next to the ‘Fossil Wall’

   1

   When both the hard and soft parts of an animal are 
preserved – for example the preservation of insects 
in gum.

   



   2

   The gradual process where dissolved minerals  
seep slowly through rock and add to or replace  
the original fossil turning it to stone. 

   3

   The impression of a living organism. This is made 
when an organism dissolves in the Earth and leaves 
a hollow mould behind. The mould is then filled in 
by minerals leaving a cavity with the same shape 
and markings as the original. 

   4

   Where buried plants and animals decayed in places 
without oxygen, they left a thin flattened fossil 
behind. These fossils often have a black colour. 

Theropod Dinosaur

Info  Theropod dinosaurs like this Cryolophosaurus were 
fast and agile carnivores. They had small front legs 
(usually with three digits) and large heads with long, 
sharp teeth. 

Discuss   Many theropods walked on strong hind legs and 
had shorter front legs. What do you think these 
short forelimbs and mobile hands were used for? 
Look at the sharp claws. Do they give you any 
clues?

Write  Palaeontologists are not certain why the 
Cryolophosaurs had the large crest on the top of 
the skull. Because the bone of the crest is quite 
thin, it was not strong enough to be used as a 
weapon. What do you think this crest could have 
been used for?

Sauropod Dinosaur

Info  Sauropods like this Malawisaurus were large four 
footed dinosaurs with very long necks and tails. 
Sauropods are notable for their enormous sizes and 
the group includes the largest animals to have ever 
lived on land. This type belongs to the Titanosaur 
family which is unique as it had patches of bone 
throughout its skin. 

Discuss  Scientists think that many sauropods like 
Malawisaurus lived and travelled in groups or 
herds of around 20 animals. Why do think some 
sauropods travelled, fed and perhaps nested 
together? What would the advantages be of 
moving in herds?



Write  Malawisaurus was a herbivore and it had many flat, 
spoon shaped, blunt teeth. Why were these types 
of teeth useful when eating plants?

Ornithopod Dinosaur

Info  Ornithopod dinosaurs like this Thesclosaurus were 
agile herbivores. They had sturdy hind limbs, small 
wide hands and a head with an elongated pointed 
snout. 

Discuss  Look closely at the skull of the Thesclosaurus. They 
had a hard beak at the front of the mouth. Why do 
you think this is? How would a beak be helpful for 
plant eating herbivores? 

Pteranodon

Info  Just as dinosaurs dominated life on land, pterosaurs 
(meaning wing-lizard) ruled the skies for much of 
the Mesozoic era, from the late Triassic age (220-205 
million years ago) to the great extinction at the end 
of the Cretaceous age (65 million years ago). 

Discuss  Pteranodon was notable for the crest on its 
skull. The purpose of this has been debated by 
palaeontologists. Can you think of any reasons  
why Pteranodons had this crest? How would it  
have been useful?

Mosasaurs

Info  This is a Platecarpus and it belongs to a group of 
lizards called Mosasaurs, which populated the seas 
throughout the world during the late Cretaceous 
period between 95 and 65 million years ago. 
Mosasaurs had a long slender body and a short 
neck, ending in a large head with strong, backwards 
pointing teeth. It swam by beating its powerful, 
flattened tail and twisting its agile body from side 
to side. It probably used the paddles to steer and 
stabilise its movements. 

Discuss  The skull resembles that of lizards living today but 
it has some interesting features such as an extra 
hinge in its lower jaw which enabled it to open very 
wide. Why do you think mosasaurs had this ability? 

Write  What parts of this Platecarpus show that it was a 
hunter that ate fish, squid and ammonites?

 



Invent-a-saurus

Info  Dinosaur names are often made up of combinations 
of Greek or Latin root words that describe 
characteristics of how the animal might have 
behaved. Dinosaur names might also indicate where 
the fossil remains were discovered, or even the name 
of the palaeontologist who made the discovery. The 
word dinosaur is from the Greek deinos (terrible) and 
sauros (lizard). 

Write  Invent a dinosaur by combining the root words from 
the prefix (beginning) and suffix (ending) lists.

  Prefix
  brachio – arm
  bronte – thunder
  di – two
  deino – terrible
  gravis – heavy
  frigo – cold
  glycol – sweet
  makros – long
  megalo – large
  micro – small
  saltus – leaping
  stegos – plated/roof
  teratos – monster
  tri – three

Write  Write a description of your new dinosaur and sketch 
a picture of it in its habitat. 

  The famous palaeontologist,

    , discovered a new dinosaur and

  named it , 

  which means . 

Suffix
ceratops – horned face
dipus – two footed
gnathus – jaw
mimus – imitator
nychus – claw
ops – face
odon – teeth
pus – foot
raptor – theif
rhinos – nose
saurus – lizard
venator – hunter


